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MH | AT HOME WITH GIOVANNI & TORY
Giovanni’s favourite feature of the
house – an antique Rajasthan arch
bought on a trip to India. It sits
perfectly among more of his
traveller’s treasures including a metal
fire bowl and Javanese day bed.

Inner-city
SANCTUM

As a multi-award winning architect and master
builder, Giovanni Mangano set his sights on a
project close to his heart: his dream home.
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BELOW Couches and chairs in the lounge
room are Andrée Putman reproductions of
Jean-Michel Frank designs.

W

ho doesn’t love travelling? The
wanderlust that so many of us have
gives us priceless memories, new
experiences to feed our senses, and of course,
unique objects and souvenirs for our homes.
For award winning architect and builder,
Giovanni Mangano, however, travelling is
even more than that – it’s the fuel to his fire
that is his work.
Having travelled the world and explored
every continent, Giovanni uses his nomadic
experiences to ignite his passion, knowledge
and inspiration for his architectural and interior
designs, and nowhere is this more apparent
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than in his own home. Welcome to his little
piece of paradise in Melbourne.
THE GREAT ESCAPE
When designing a home for a new client,
of utmost importance to Giovanni is
understanding how they want to feel when
inside their new space. “When I design any
architecture I put a lot of emphasis on the
emotions and the state of mind that people
want to experience, then I dedicate all of my
energy to make it work in the most functional
way,” he explains. So when Giovanni designed
his own home, he did so with the intent of
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“I CREATED AN OASIS WITHIN THE CITY.”

ABOVE Giovanni’s city garden courtyard is
lush and secluded, making it the perfect
spot to escape. The high walls and
vegetation create a quiet space with a rare
sense of privacy in the city.
LEFT Giovanni Mangano and his wife, Tory.
RIGHT The striking timber arch and lacework
was custom-made from recycled timber
from old Javanese homes. The timber
beams were also recycled from an old
Sydney woolshed.
FAR RIGHT Indonesian statues appear to
protect the lush garden by the pool.
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BEHIND THE S CENES
Colour code: Giovanni personally
customised the colours and tints for the
indoor walls, creating a limewash effect.
“By mixing the colour on site I can take
into consideration the impact of the light
on the painted surfaces,” he says.
Favourite things: “My favorite feature of
the house is the antique Rajasthan timber
arch. India has been a great teacher for
me. I have learned a lot from Indian design
and architecture, and the experience has
also contributed a lot to my personal
growth”.
Favourite room: The living room and
garden are Giovanni’s favourite areas in the
house, and he took special care to design
the garden so it would feel like a private,
secluded room. The living room and garden
are connected through the south wall
through the Rajasthan antique arches and
the rusted metal doors, creating an
indoor-outdoor effect.
Biggest Challenge: Giovanni explains that
maximising the space in the house was
the biggest challenge. “The space is 7.6mx
36m and a relatively narrow site and so the
choice of colour, the height of the ceilings,
and the appropriate use of mirrors and
windows were all important to create the
illusion of a much larger area”.
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TOP LEFT On entering the house there is an
instant feeling of light and warmth. The
hallway ceiling features another Indonesiancarved panel, introducing the lacework
detailing that is featured throughout the house.
LEFT Light pours in from the skylight and
bounces off the white staircase to increase
luminosity in the living area. Giovanni worked
with Indonesian carvers to create the hydronic
heating covers that also work as furniture for
displays along the wall.
ABOVE The south wall of the house that
separates the living room from the garden,
with its portal-like windows looking into the
garden. The continuity between the inside and
outside areas is shown here in the choice of
materials, plants and colour finishes.
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creating a feeling of leisure and relaxation – and
he’s certainly achieved it. His beautiful home is,
in all honesty, a tropical hideaway. “I created an
oasis within the city,” says Giovanni. “When I
step through the door I feel like I am on holiday
in an exotic place”.
This utopia in Melbourne’s buzzing suburb
of Prahran has an eclectic feel and is a mixed
bag of cultural styles and design influences.
It’s an Arabic accent, however, that cuts
through the varied aesthetic and features most
heavily in the house, which Giovanni traces
back to his childhood summer holidays in the
architecturally rich and diverse Sicily. “Ever
since I was a young boy I have been fascinated

by the mixing of architectural styles and in
particular the Arabic influence,” he says.
Wooden sculptures, foreign artworks and lush
greenery are en masse throughout the interior and
exterior of the house, connected through gorgeous
Rajasthan antique arches and rusted metal doors.
The result? A contemporary, indoor-outdoor
space that has a continuous, flowing energy and
plenty of room to just… exhale.
“Through my journeys I have been able to
gain a detailed insight and understanding of
different cultures and architectural styles,” says
Giovanni, and you can’t walk more than a few
steps in his home without encountering hard
evidence of this. In every corner of the house

there is a nod to an exotic nation and its
traditions. African and Indian influence is rife in
the artwork and furniture choices, and religious
symbols add to the melting pot of themes and
cultures that all seem to coexist in stylistic
harmony in this uplifting and inviting abode.
WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
The feeling of being in an exotic hideaway
only increases on walking outside to the
courtyard with its dozens of thriving, green
plants. According to Giovanni, the space was
inspired by an oasis in the desert of Tunisia: “I
experienced a similar feeling in the courtyards I
have visited in Cuba, Palermo and Rajasthan”.
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“THE MIRRORS REFLECT AND ENHANCE THE NATURAL LIGHT
MAKING THE INSIDE OF THE HOUSE MORE LUMINOUS.”
Aside from the obvious, such as the pristine
swimming pool, there are some interesting focal
points in Giovanni’s exterior. Two large mirrors,
although strikingly beautiful in their design,
serve a very practical purpose, creating the
illusion of extra space as well as a sense of depth
and intrigue to the courtyard. “The mirrors
reflect and enhance the natural light making
the inside of the house more luminous,” says
Giovanni. “Often, guests mistake the mirrors
for open windows and ask about the gardens
located behind these openings!”
The styling choices in the house, ranging
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from artwork to ornaments to soft furnishings,
say a lot about Giovanni and his beautiful wife
Tory, who have picked up countless objects on
their various travels around the world. He
seems to encourage the idea of buying
decorative pieces simply because you are drawn
to them and have a gut feeling about them.
“When we find something that we love we just
buy it, then we find a place for it or we build the
house around it, like the case with the two
Rajasthan antique arches,” explains Giovanni.
In the end, everything seems to find its perfect
place – especially in your dream home.
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Friend of Giovanni and artist,
Suzie Stanford decorated one of
his Moroccan lanterns with
pendants creating a beautiful
chandelier. The use of wicker
furniture ties in with the outside
space, as does the arched mirror
which reflects light inside, often
fooling guests into thinking there
is another room behind it.

TOP RIGHT The use of white walls and dark
wooden floors create a light and bright yet warm
interior. The mirrored splashback and light pouring
in from the staircase skylight increase a sense of
space and light and give the living space a luminous
feel. The staircase is adorned with a custom-made
metal balustrade, distressed by Giovanni to give it
an antique look.
BOTTOM RIGHT Alongside a string of rosary beads
sits a striking painting of a group of African women,
sourced from Tanzania. It was chosen by Tory for the
strong sense of union, community and connection
between the women that it represents. The use of a
skylight in the living room lets through soft, filtered
light, creating a relaxing and peaceful mood.
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GIOVANNI MANGANO
ARCHITECTURE &
CONSTRUCTION
Melbourne-based, multi-award winning
company, Giovanni Mangano Architecture
& Construction offers expertise ranging
from design and construction through to
the final handover. With extensive
experience that includes residential
homes through to commercial
developments, Giovanni Mangano offers
the flexibility to choose from one or a
variety of services including architecture,
interior design, construction, outdoor
projects or complete project
management. Call (03) 9510 1110 or
www.giovannimangano.com
BOTTOM LEFT The master bedroom is simple
in white and is decorated with a painting of the
Sacred Heart of Jesus, rosaries and a quilt from
Sicily. Its doors lead to a secluded balcony, and the
cathedral ceiling maximizes the height of the room
resolving the height restriction regulations for the
double-storey dwelling.
BOTTOM RIGHT The Victorian, front façade
features more distressed and rusted metal in its
original lacework form, tying in with the interior and
the back garden. The colours of the lacework
reflect the dark timber in the house and create a
sense of continuity.

WHITE SPACE
An important area to keep in mind for any
designer and builder is functionality, and for
Giovanni’s inner city oasis, the usage of space and
functionality was always at the front of his mind.
Architectural details and finishes work in synergy
to maximise space and create a light, airy feeling
in the home. This is exacerbated by the colour
palette chosen for the house – a heavy dose of
white complemented by warm-toned wood and
the occasional splash of colourful soft furnishings.
White is used to enhance the natural light
and create the feeling of a more open space, yet
the emotional associations that come with the
colour are also important to Giovanni: “White is
purity, wholeness, completeness and simplicity.
White is a blank canvas waiting to be written
upon. It represents a new beginning”. MH
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The clever design of the frameless
window makes the ground floor bathroom
appear as though it is open to the garden,
which filters morning light into the room
to create a beautiful shadow effect on the
walls. The Moroccan lantern mirrors the
lantern in the living room, giving the house
a flowing and continuous feel.

